Panic hardware
10280
Surface mounted 3 point pushbar bolt.

- Applicable for single doors and pairs of rebated doors when used in conjunction with 10282 pushbar latch (page 37)
- To suit doors 2600mm high and 1060mm wide
- Suitable for timber, aluminium and steel doors
- Reversible mechanism
- Push bar and top vertical rod can be easily cut to length to suit various door heights and widths
- Can be operated from outside by optional 10288A external access device (page 37)
- Independently tested to BS EN 1125
- CE marked 0425-CPD-1825
- Incorporated in successful fire tests and assessed to BS EN 1634-1 and BS 476 Pt 22 up to 60 minutes on timber doors

**Finishes:** SS (XX10280SS)
Silver (XX10280)
Panic hardware

10282
Surface mounted pushbar latch.
- Applicable for single doors and pairs of rebated doors when used in conjunction with 10280 Touchbar bolt (page 36)
- To suit doors 1060mm wide
- Suitable for timber, aluminium and steel doors
- Reversible mechanism
- Push bar can be easily cut to length to suit various door heights and widths
- Can be operated from outside by optional 10288A external access device (page 37)
- Independently tested to BS EN 1125
- CE marked 0425-CPD-1825
- Incorporated in successful fire tests and assessed to BS EN 1634-1 and BS 476 Pt 22 up to 60 minutes on timber doors

Finishes: SS (XX10282SS)
Silver (XX10282)

10288A
External access device with half pair lever handle and euro profile escutcheon.
- For use with 10280 and 10282 pushbar devices
- Lever handle is engaged or disengaged by operating the cylinder
- Non-handed
- XX7420ND cylinder must be specified separately
- Can be integrated into a master key suite

Finish: SS (XX10288A)

30057
Surface mounted ‘Push bar to open’ sign.
Finish: XX

7420ND
Single euro profile cylinder for use with 10288A on doors up to 51mm thick.
Finish: XX
9320
Surface mounted 3 point Touchbar bolt.

- Applicable for single doors and pairs of rebated doors when used in conjunction with 9325 Touchbar latch (page 105)
- To suit doors up to 2650mm high and 850mm wide
- Suitable for timber, aluminium, steel and PVC doors
- Reversible mechanism
- Can be operated from outside by optional 9326 external access device (page 105)
- Independently tested to BS EN 1125
- CE marked
- Incorporated in successful fire tests and assessed to BS EN 1634-1 and BS 476 Pt 22 up to 90 minutes on timber doors
- 10 year guarantee

Finishes: SS (XX9320S)
Silver (XX9320)
9325
Surface mounted single point Touchbar latch.
- Applicable for single doors and pairs of rebated doors when used in conjunction with 9320 Touchbar bolt (page 104)
- To suit doors up to 2650mm high and 850mm wide
- Suitable for timber, aluminium, steel and PVC doors
- Reversible mechanism
- Can be operated from outside by optional 9326 external access device (page 105)
- Independently tested to BS EN 1125
- CE marked
- Incorporated in successful fire tests and assessed to BS EN 1634-1 and BS 476 Pt 22 up to 90 minutes on timber doors
- 10 year guarantee
Finishes: SS (XX9325S)
Silver (XX9325)

9326
External access device with half pair 3502 Modric lever handle.
- For use with 9320 and 9325 Touchbar bolt and latch respectively
- To suit timber doors up to 100mm thick
- Lever handle is engaged or disengaged by operating the cylinder
- Non-handed
- 7420A cylinder must be specified separately
- Can be integrated into a master key suite
Finishes: SS (XX9326S)
Silver (XX9326)

9326E
As above but with electronic access control facility.
Finishes: SS (XX9326SE)
Silver (XX9326E)
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